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Abstract
This paper describes two user studies in remote collaboration between two users with a video
conferencing system where a remote user can draw annotations on the live video of the local
user’s workspace. In these two studies, the local user had the control of the view when sharing
the first-person view, but our interfaces provided instant control of the shared view to the
remote users. The first study investigates methods for assisting drawing annotations. The
auto-freeze method, a novel solution for drawing annotations, is compared to a prior solution
(manual freeze method) and a baseline (non-freeze) condition. Results show that both local
and remote users preferred the auto-freeze method, which is easy to use and allows users to
quickly draw annotations. The manual-freeze method supported precise drawing, but was less
preferred because of the need for manual input. The second study explores visual notification
for better local user awareness. We propose two designs: the red-box and both-freeze
notifications, and compare these to the baseline, no notification condition. Users preferred the
less obtrusive red-box notification that improved awareness of when annotations were made
by remote users, and had a significantly lower level of interruption compared to the
both-freeze condition.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Stabilized Annotations, Video Freeze Interaction,
Notification, Remote Collaboration
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1. Introduction

With Augmented Reality (AR) technology, researchers can add virtual objects in the real
world to present context-sensitive information [1]. One of the main purpose of it is providing
information to solve a physical task, especially for supporting training [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and
improving remote collaboration [9]. In this paper, we study real-time remote collaboration
between local and remote users, and how AR visual cues can be used to improve collaboration.
Many researchers have explored how video conferencing systems help sharing local user’s
surroundings with a remote collaborator [10]. However, only sharing the local surroundings
was not enough for effective collaboration, because a remote user could not visually represent
the information but only verbally collaborate with a local user [11]. Thus, several researchers
have added virtual visual cues such as pointers [9,12], drawn annotations [9, 12, 13, 14, 15], or
hand gestures [16, 17], for a remote user to present spatial information. Extending this prior
research, in this paper we explore user interfaces that help users to have better communication
with the annotation cue on a shared live video in a teleconferencing system.
In earlier studies, virtual annotations were anchored to the screen space of the shared video
[9, 12, 18] so the drawn annotations no longer pointed to the object of interest after the
viewpoint of the shared video view moved. Researchers solved this issue by using AR tracking
to stabilize annotations in the real world [14, 15], so that the drawn annotations stayed in the
same place regardless of the viewpoint movement. However, this still had an issue of
annotations being anchored at an incorrect place if the local user changes the viewpoint of the
shared view when the remote user is drawing annotations. (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. An issue in drawing an annotation: a remote user attempted to draw a triangle as marked in red
(1a) and successfully drew one side of it (1b), but the next side was drawn incorrectly (1c) because the
local partner was unexpectedly changing their viewpoint of the live video.

To overcome this issue, Kim et al. [15] and Gauglitz et al. [14] used the manual freeze
method that a remote user paused the live video and drew annotations in a still image rather
than in a live video. However, it required additional user inputs to pause and restart (freeze and
unfreeze) the live video. As an alternative, we introduced a novel auto-freeze method in our
previous paper [19]. In our first study, we extend our previous paper and deeply explore the
auto-freeze method with the advanced technique of stabilizing annotations.
In addition to our first study that explores the remote user interface with the auto-freeze
method, our second study investigates visual notifications on the local user interface. The
visual notifications are for local user’s awareness on the remote user drawing activities. We
compare three visual notification methods on local user’s interface: (1) no notification (as the
baseline condition), (2) a red-box notification (which shows a red outline around the local
user’s display boundary), and (3) a both-freeze notification (which simultaneously freezes the
local user view).
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In this paper, we make the following novel contributions (to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study of):
(1) Providing an auto-freeze method for the annotation cue in remote collaboration study with
the support of a visual tracking system to stabilize annotations without pausing the live video
on the local user view
(2) The design of visual notifications for the local user to provide better awareness in the
remote collaboration.
In the rest of this paper, we will describe the related work, methodology, user study results,
then conclusion will be followed.

2. Related Work
In this section, we review prior related research in remote collaboration. We first review prior
work in remote collaboration, then more specifically in remote user’s drawing annotations,
and awareness and notification cues.
2.1 Remote Collaboration
Collaboration is the process of people working together to achieve a common goal [20], and
remote collaboration is enabled with teleconferencing systems. However, remote
collaboration with the teleconferencing systems is limited by the media for sharing an
environment (i.e. limited field of view in a video conferencing) and in support for
communication cues (such as hand gesture). Previous studies in remote collaboration mostly
focused on solving these issues and can be categorized according to the media they used, the
communication cues in their systems, and the type of shared views. For example, Olson [21]
and Kraut et al. [22] compared media such as videoconferencing, telephones, and text
messages. Fussell et al. [9] and Kim et al. [12] investigated sharing hand gesture information
with pointer and annotation communication cues. Fussell et al. [23] explored independent and
dependent shared views (i.e. whether a remote user had the same view or a different view from
a local user).
Compared to audio only systems, video conferencing often provides better user
understanding [11]. With a shared live video, remote users can watch the local environment
and local users can show their activities to the remote users. One way of doing this is where a
local user wears a HMD with a camera attached to it and streams video to a remote user [23].
This is a dependent view configuration, where the local user controls the viewpoint by moving
their head, and the remote and local users have the same view.
In the shared dependent view, local users can show their hand gestures and object
manipulation to a remote partner, but remote users cannot. As a solution, researchers added
virtual cues for the remote users such as pointers and annotations overlaid on the live video [12,
14, 15]. Our first study focuses on improving the use of annotation cues, especially by using
freeze functions. Moreover, it is also crucial to ensure that local users understand the
annotations as well. This is generally referred to as ‘awareness’ [24, 25], and our second study
focuses on improving the local user’s awareness of the remote user’s annotations.
2.2 Annotation in Remote Collaboration
There are several early remote collaboration systems supporting drawing annotations. In
VideoDraw [26], a user could draw annotations on paper and share them by capturing a live
video of it and projecting on the other side. Similarly, ClearBoard [27] allowed users to share
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annotations on a board style display. However, the use of these systems was limited as they
required heavy and static setups.
Fussell et al. [9] introduced a system sharing a top-down third-person view from a camera
on a tripod. Remote users drew annotations on the shared view and they were displayed back
on the local user’s desktop monitor. The system was not portable, and a local user could not
simutaneously see the workspace and the shared view. Later, Kim et al. [12], Chen et al. [28],
Koh et al. [29], and Rice et al. [30] developed portable remote collaboration systems with a
handheld device or a HMD. With these systems the local user could simultaneously see their
workspace and the shared view, but annotations were displayed on the screen space, so they
lost their real world referents if the local user changes the viewpoint.
To solve the issue, several researchers stablized the annotations in the real world with
Augmented Reality techniques. Kato and Billinghurst [31] developed a system with a set of
AR markers that were used to determine the real world position of remotely added annotations.
Gauglitz et al. [13, 14] and Kim et al. [15] used markerless tracking to stablize annotations in
the real world. They both used a manual freeze function [32, 33] that paused the live video and
allowed the user to draw on it. This addressed the issue of incorrectly anchoring annotations if
they were drawn while the local user changed their viewpoint. However, Kim et al. [15] found
that the manual freeze function could not fully solve the issue, as remote users drew more
annotations in the live video than in manually frozen views.
To overcome this limitation, recently, our earlier work [19] introduced an auto-freeze
method which automatically pauses the video when the user starts drawing, and this paper
describes an extention of the earlier study. While Fakourfar et al. [34] followed our auto-freeze
study, their auto-freeze study did not include stablized annotations in the real world and the
annotations were only available on frozen 2D images so disappeared after returning back to
the live video. Moreover, the local user’s view was also frozen while the remote user was
using the freeze function. In contrast, our system provides stablized annotations in the real
world, and the local user can keep the live video with the remote user’s drawings regardless of
the remote user using freeze function or not. Moreover, the local participant’s device was a
hand held device (HHD) in Fakourfar’s study, so the local participants could use only one
hand, but we use a HMD (Vuzix Wrap 1200DX-VR) in our study hence the local participants
can use both hands.
Recently, some researchers focused on estimating the proper depth of the annotations in
the 3 dimensional world. Chang et al. [35] and Nuernberger et al. [36] found that the users
preferred displaying annotations on the surface of the target objects. Later, Nuernberger et al.
[37] extended their study for displaying annotations in a large area such as a city hall (i.e.
annotations on a building) by using image-based reconstruction with multiple images.
2.3 Awareness and Notification
Awareness is being conscious of others’ activities and it helps coordinating the next user
actions [38]. However, it is challenging because the remote collaboration system can only
provide a fraction of the awareness that is available in co-located collaboration [20].
Many researchers have explored ways to increase the level of awareness. One solution is to
assign a specific role to a collaborator [24], which defines the collaborator’s activities. For
example, a remote user is assigned the role of an instructor and knows all the information
needed for completing a collaboration task. In this case, the local user knows that the remote
user will send instructions, so coordinates their activity to receive the instruction. A second
solution is to provide additional communication cues [39], such as adding a pointer [9, 12],
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annotations [13, 14, 15, 29], or hand gestures [16, 17] in the shared video. Third, providing a
better interface is another solution, and it includes two steps: 1) monitoring or tracking
collaborator’s activities, and 2) properly notifying the tracked collaborator’s activities to a user.
Some researchers focused on the first step studying training systems [2, 6, 7, 8, 40], and
investigated what activities a system needs to track after. Other researchers focused on the
second step. Gutwin et al. [41, 42] explored audio notification when a user watched a video,
and found that they were effective. Cidota et al. [43] compared an audio notification to a visual
notification, and found that participants clearly preferred the visual notification over audio or
no notifications. In our second study, we extend Cidota’s study [43] investigating visual
notification, but focus on the design of the visual notification to notify the local user of the
remote user’s drawing activity.
While there is no prior study exploring the design of visual notifications in remote
collaboration study, there are several researchers who emphasized the requirements in
designing notifications in real world task management [44]. Ho et al. [45] found that
notifications through a modality different from the one used in the primary task reduced the
level of disruption. However, Posner [46] and Hameed et al. [47] found that the visual
notification on the peripheral vision can be effectively perceived while using a fovea vision for
the primary task. Additionally, informative notification needs to be context sensitive and
sufficiently salient without being interruptive [24, 48]. Based on these prior studies, we
designed a peripheral visual notification that uses a red outline around the screen of the local
user (see section 3.2) and we conducted a second user study with it.

3. Methodology
We conducted two user studies to explore the use of freeze interfaces and visual notifications
on top of the basic annotation system. In this section, we explain the user study design
including the basic drawing annotation system, experimental conditions (user interfaces), and
experiment setup.
3.1 Basic Annotation System
For the basic annotation system, we adopted our previous prototype system [6, 23], and
implemented experimental conditions on top of it.

Fig. 2. System setup: a local user wears a HMD with a camera to share a live video of the workspace
(2a), and a remote user uses a mouse (2b) to draw annotations in green (2c).
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In the system, a local user shares his/her first-person view with a webcam attached to a
HMD, and a remote user can draw annotations on the shared view using a desktop interface.
On the local user’s end, a live video is captured using a Logitech C920 webcam with a
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels at 24 fps, and displayed on a Vuzix Wrap 1200DX-VR HMD
(see Fig. 2a). The webcam and HMD are connected to a PC running monocular SLAM
(Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) software to visually track the scene from the live
video [49]. The SLAM software is highly reliable (95% success with 1,000 iterations) and
provides robust tracking even when the scene is changed, for example when the user
rearranges books on a desk.
The remote user at a desktop computer (see Fig. 2b) has the same view with the one that
the local user has, and uses a mouse to draw annotations on the shared view by pressing the left
button and dragging. While dragging, the system calculates the 3D positions of the mouse
cursor in the real world, and saves them in a list describing the drawn shape. To calculate the
3D positions, the system creates an invisible plane, approximated by feature points from the
SLAM tracking, and a ray casting method casts a ray from the mouse screen position with
directional information from the SLAM projection matrix. The collision points of the ray with
the invisible plane are used for forming a virtual annotation, so the virtual drawing appears at a
real world location (see Fig. 2c). The annotations drawn by the remote user are immediately
displayed on both the remote and local user screens.
Our system did not support audio streaming, however the participants in the studies could
easily talk to each other as they were in the same room with a divider between them.
3.2 Experimental Conditions
On top of the basic annotation system, we implemented the experimental conditions for the
two user studies. For the first study, we prepared three remote user interfaces and compared
them. The three interfaces are described below:
1) Auto-freeze: This method combines drawing and freezing interactions. When the
remote user presses the left mouse button down to start drawing, the live video is
automatically paused and the remote user can draw annotations with mouse dragging
interaction on the frozen image. When the remote user releases the left button to finish
drawing, the view automatically returns back to the live video.
2) Manual-freeze: This method requires two additional inputs, independent from
drawing interactions, compared to the auto-freeze method. The remote user need to
freeze (pause) and unfreeze (restart) the shared live video view with a mouse double
click, before and after drawing.
3) Non-freeze: This does not include freeze interaction, so the remote user draws
annotations on a live video that changes according to the local user’s head movement.
While the remote user had three interface conditions, the local user had one interface
throughout the first user study. The local user's view remained live at all times and was not
affected by the remote user freeze interaction. Our hypotheses of the first study were:
(H1) The auto-freeze condition helps the remote user to participate more quickly in
collaboration while solving the issue of incorrectly anchored annotations.
(H2) Participants will prefer the auto-freeze condition over the other conditions.
For the second study, we implemented another three experimental conditions and
compared them. The conditions were the local user interfaces as described below:
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1) Red-box: This condition shows a virtual red outline around the shared view when the
remote user is drawing (see Fig. 3). This design satisfied three requirements from
prior work: (1) the notification should reveal information about the drawing
interaction by presenting temporal information indicating when annotations are drawn
[43], (2) the notification should not require focused attention nor disturb the ongoing
primary task [24, 48], and (3) the notification should be easily recognized as being
noticeable with its size and color [46, 47] (i.e. the size of it was much bigger than an
annotation as it covered every sides of the screen).
2) Both-freeze: This condition pauses the local user’s view together with the remote
user’s view while the remote user uses the freeze interface to draw annotations. This is
based on participants’ suggestion from the first study, and similar to Fakaurfar’s
auto-freeze interface [34] except in the use of annotation stabilization and the local
user device type. To prevent the local users thinking that the frozen view is a system
malfunction, this condition also showed the red outline around the frozen shared view,
as in the red-box condition. This also made this condition directly comparable to the
red-box condition, with the only difference being if the local view was frozen or not.
3) No notification: This is the baseline condition, and does not include any notification.

Fig. 3. An example of a local user’s view in the red-box condition when the remote user is drawing.

While the local user had three interface conditions in the second study, the remote user had
the auto-freeze interface from the first study with minor improvements. For example, instead
of immediately returning back to a live video, the paused view was kept for two seconds after
finishing drawing. This allows remote users to draw more on the same frozen view. Our
hypotheses of the second study are listed below:
(H3) The local users will have better awareness with the red-box notification than with the
other conditions.
(H4) Participants will prefer the red-box condition over the other conditions.
3.3 Experimental Task, Procedure, and Data Collection
For both user studies, we used the same experimental tasks while collecting the same type of
data in the same procedure.
The collaboration type was a mutual collaboration [15, 50, 51] where no one has the
solution at the beginning, so the participants needed to share and discuss ideas to solve the task.
The experimental task was assembling a Tangram, a seven-piece puzzle arranged to form a
shape of a given silhouette. To prevent bias from previous experience, we created custom
Tangram puzzles. Each of them had ten puzzle pieces, and the size and shape of the pieces
were different than the standard designs. We balanced the level of difficulty through a pilot
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test that led us to provide a reference paper with three border lines between pieces (see Fig. 2a).
We prepared four Tangram puzzles per user study with a similar difficulty, so each was solved
in about four minutes when pilot tested with five people.
Participants solved the Tangram puzzles in pairs while communicating through speech and
drawing annotations. The local participants wore a HMD, sat in front of a table, and had a
reference paper and puzzle pieces on the table. The shared live video showed the workspace on
the table and the remote participant watched it on a desktop computer (see Fig. 2).
For both user studies, we collected task completion time, data from questionnaires,
interviews, activity log, and video and audio recordings of the user screens.
In each user study, the experimental procedure consisted of five sessions: a training session,
three sessions under different experimental conditions, and a final interview session. In the
training session, we asked participants to solve a Tangram puzzle face-to-face to let them
understand the task. After training, the researcher explained the prototype system and
participants performed three experimental sessions under the three conditions. The order was
counter balanced using a balanced Latin-square design, and each session consisted of two
minutes of practice and five minutes of experimental task. The participants filled out a
questionnaire at the end of each session, including a set of rating items on a Likert-scale from
0 (Strongly disagree) to 10 (Strongly agree), and one open-ended question asking what they
liked or disliked.
We prepared different questionnaires for the two user studies because the first study
focused on remote user’s use of annotations for better sending messages and the second study
focused on local user’s use of notifications for better understanding the annotations (receiving
messages). In the first study, we prepared rating questions in the questionnaires from [15] and
[52] (see Table 1). The rating questions asked participants’ experience of message sending
(Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4) and receiving (Q5), and overall collaboration (Q6 and Q7). Three
questions (Q2, Q3 and Q4) were prepared only for the remote participants asking their
experience of drawing annotations with the given condition. After finishing all sessions, they
ranked the conditions and had an individual interview to get more detailed feedback on their
experience with the conditions.
Table 1. Rating questions in Study 1. Both participants answered four questions (Q1,Q5,Q6,Q7) and
the remote participants answered three more questions (Q2, Q3, Q4, highlighted in grey).
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

I was able to express my idea properly.
It was easy to draw/annotate on the remote view.
I was able to draw annotation on the remote view as soon as I wanted to.
I had to be careful while drawing on the remote view.
I easily understood what my partner was trying to do and explaining.
I felt we collaborated well.
The interface was mentally stressful to use.

In the second study, the questionnaire included five (for the remote particpants) or seven
(for the local particiapnts with two additional questions, Q3 and Q4) Likert-scale rating items
(see Table 2), and one open question asking what they like or dislike. The rating questions
asked the participants’ experience of message sending (Q1) and receiving (Q2, Q3, Q4, and
Q5), and overall collaboration (Q6 and Q7).
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Table 2. Rating questions in Study 2. Both participants answered the five questions and local
participants answered two more questions (Q3, Q4, highlighted in gray).
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

I was able to express my idea properly.
I easily understood what my partner was trying to do and explaining.
I knew the moment when my partner drew annotations.
I was aware of where my partner drew annotations.
I felt interrupted when my partner was drawing (or I felt I was interrupting
my partner when I was drawing).
I felt we collaborated well.
The communication with my partner was mentally stressful.

4. Results and Discussion
In this section, we separately present the results of the first and second user studies, then
discuss these results. In the sub-sections of each user study, we present the results under the
theme of sending and receiving messages, and overall collaboration by reporting the relevant
results together from the questionnaires, interviews, video recordings and log data. To analyze
Likert scale rating results, we used Friedman tests (α = .05) with post hoc tests for pair-wise
comparison using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests with Bonferroni correction (α=.0167).
4.1 Results from Study 1: Freeze Interface
To explore the freeze interfaces, we compared auto-freeze, manual freeze, and non-freeze
conditions. We recruited 12 pairs (24 participants) who were friends or family, and used video
conferencing more than once a month. There were 17 males and 7 females with ages ranging
from 15 to 33 years old (Mean = 25.6; SD = 4.6). In this section, we use acronym N, A, and M
for the non-freeze, auto-freeze, and manual-freeze conditions, respectively.
4.1.1 Sending Messages
Both the M and A conditions solved the issue of mistakenly anchored annotations. Video
recording showed all remote participants except R7 (the remote participant in group 7)
mistakenly anchored annotations in the N condition (Mean = 1.83, SD = 0.94), while no one
did in the M or A conditions. With the issue in the N condition, participants were more careful
in drawing annotations. From the Likert scale ratings (see Table 3), we found that they felt
being more careful in drawing annotations with the N condition than with the other two
conditions (Q4, A: Z=-2.675, p=.007, and M: Z=-2.597, p=.009). Needing to be more careful
in the N condition affected the remote participants’ behavior as they waited for the moment
when the shared live video view remained still, then hurryingly finished the drawings. In the
interview, seven remote participants (R1, R3, R4, R6, R10, R11, and R12) reported difficulty
in drawing with the N condition, and six remote participants (R1, R6, R7, R8, R9, and R12)
mentioned that they rushed to finish drawing.
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Table 3. Likert scale ratings for Q1~Q4 in Study 1. (0: strongly disagree ~ 10: strongly agree)
Role

Question

Local

Express idea
properly (Q1)

Mean (Std.Dev.)
Friedman
N
M
A
6.67 7.08 7.58 χ2(2)=2.294,
(1.92) (1.16) (0.79)
p=.318

Express idea
properly (Q1)

6
4.17
7 χ2(2)=12.043,
(2.04) (1.95) (1.60)
p=.002

Easy to draw
annotations (Q2)

6
4.92 7.5 χ2(2)=6.488,
(2.45) (2.43) (1.31)
p=.039

Remote

Quickly start
6.83 4.42 7.92 χ2(2)=7.946,
drawing annotations
(2.08) (2.83) (1.44)
p=.019
(Q3)
Being careful while
6.25 4.33 3.42
drawing annotation
(2.98) (2.42) (2.77)
(Q4)

χ2(2)=7.6,
p=.022

Wilcoxon (between)

Z=-1.606, p=.108 (N and M)
Z=-1.481, p=.139 (A and N)
Z=-2.102, p=.014 (M and A)
Z=-1.670, p=.095 (N and M)
Z=-1.897, p=.058 (A and N)
Z=-2.378, p=.017 (M and A)
Z=-1.743, p=.081 (N and M)
Z=-1.876, p=.061 (A and N)
Z=-2.524, p=.012 (M and A)
Z=-2.597, p=.009 (N and M)
Z=-2.675, p=.007 (A and N)
Z=-0.462, p=.644 (M and A)

While both A and M conditions solved the issue, the A condition had several benefits. The
Likert scale ratings showed significant differences in the Friedman tests for the question about
‘expressing well’, ‘easy drawing’ and ‘quickly drawing’ (Q2: χ2(2)=12.043, p=.002; Q3:
χ2(2)=6.488, p=.039; and Q4: χ2(2)=7.946, p=.019). In pair-wise comparisons, remote
participants felt that they were able to express their ideas significantly better (Q2: Z=-2.102,
p=.014) and significantly quicker (Q4: Z=-2.524, p=.012) with the A condition than with the
M condition. The ratings about ‘easy to draw annotations’ showed a similar trend as the
statistical result was close to significant level (Q3: Z=-2.378, p=.017).
We found similar user comments from the interviews. Regarding the A condition, R5 and
R4 mentioned that "It's quick, precise and expressive" and "I didn't need to switch the views
(with additional interaction). It's essential for quickly drawing in the quickly changing local
environment (as local users manipulated pieces)". The additional inputs in the M condition
were mentioned as the reason for being slower in annotating compared to the A condition. R5
and R6 said that it was hard to be effective with the M condition. R3 and R7 reported that they
forgot to freeze or unfreeze the scene before or after drawing. From the log data, we found that
in the M conditon remote participants spent 1.88 seconds on average (SD = 1.341, N = 212)
after freezing until starting drawing, and 2.87 seconds on average (SD = 2.38, N = 212) after
completing drawing until returning back to live video.
From the video recordings, we found three typical annotations: circle, tick mark, and
piece-shape (see Fig. 4). The circle and tick marks were mostly used to select a piece or to
indicate approximate position. The piece-shape annotation mostly indicated position and
orientation of a piece. To analyze the use of the drawn shapes, we collected the number of
drawings in each condition (N condition: M = 24.2, SD = 6.4, M condition: M = 17.7, SD = 5.6,
A condition: M = 22.8, SD = 9.4, Friedman tests: χ2(2)=5.167, p=.076). Then we calculated the
percentages of the drawn shapes (see the bar chart on the right of Fig. 4). Friedman tests (α
= .05) showed a significant difference between three conditions for the use of circles
(χ2(2)=18.167, p<.001) and puzzle piece shapes (χ2(2)=16.667, p<.001) but not in the use of
the tick marks (χ2(2)=4.5, p=.105). Pair-wise comparisons showed that the remote participants
drew significantly fewer piece shapes in the N condition than in the M (Z=-2.102, p=.014) and
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A (Z=-2.746, p=.006) conditions, and drew significantly less circles in M condition than in A
(Z=-3.059, p=.002) and N (Z=-3.059, p=.002) conditions.

Fig. 4. Examples of shapes drawn (circle – top left, tick mark – bottom left and top right, and piece
shapes – bottom right) and bar charts on the percentages of the typical shapes in each condition.

4.1.2 Verbal messages
The annotations and verbal messages were the main communication channels. When remote
participants used them together, the verbal words were used for confirming or describing an
action. To select a piece, the remote participants drew a circle or a tick mark together with
verbal messages mostly including pronouns (‘this’ or ‘it’). For position and orientation, verbal
messages described actions to place a piece (e.g. “It goes like this~” by R7 and “Put it here” by
R10) with one of the shapes described in previous section.
When remote participants used only verbal messages, it was more descriptive and included
spatial information for compensating absence of annotations. Since remote participants
hurryingly finished drawing in the N condition and had less piece-shape annotations, all of
them, except R7, often described the orientation of the piece with only verbal messages (e.g.
‘flip it’ by R3, and ‘turn it clockwise’ by R8). With the M condition, as they needed more time
to freeze and unfreeze the live video, some remote participants (R1, R3, R5, and R8)
sometimes did not draw any annotations to select a piece, but they instead referred to a piece
with verbal messages describing its size (small or big), shape (triangle, rectangle, or
parallelogram), or position (on top, bottom, left or right) in the shared view, such as “the top
left triangle” by R3. Additionally, since the silhouettes of the target shape resembled animals,
participants used the words representing animal body parts, such as head and tail. R1, R5, R9,
and L4 (the local participant in group 7) notified the starting point of assembly by mentioning
a body part (e.g. “Let’s start from the head” by R5), and used the words for positioning a piece
(e.g. “it’s the tail on the right side” by R5).
4.1.3 Receiving Messages
Table 4 shows the results of the Likert scale ratings on the question about easily understanding
what the partner was doing and explaining (Q5). In a Friedman test, the local participants did
feel a significant difference between the three conditions (χ2(2) = 10.585, p=.006), but the
remote participants did not (χ2(2)=5.076, p=.056). Pair-wise comparisons showed local
participants felt that they had a significantly better understanding of their remote partners with
M (Z=-2.484, p=.013) and A (Z=-2.762, p=.006) conditions than with the N condition.
However, local participants did not feel a significant difference between the M and A
conditions in understanding their partners (Z=0, p=1.0).
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Table 4. Likert scale ratings for Q5 in Study 1. (0: strongly disagree ~ 10: strongly agree)
Role

Question

Mean (Std.Dev.)
N
M
A

Friedman

Local

Understand 6.25 7.25 7.25 χ2(2)=10.585,
Partner (Q5) (1.81) (1.29) (2.00)
p=.005

Remote

Understand
6
4.17
7
χ2(2)=5.076,
Partner (Q5) (2.04) (1.95) (1.60)
p=.056

Wilcoxon (between)
Z=-2.484, p=.013 (N and M)
Z=-2.762, p=.006 (A and N)
Z=0.000, p=1.0 (M and A)

From the interview, we found that these results might come from the mistakenly anchored
annotations in the N condition affecting the experience of the local participants. Local users
L1, L4, L6, and L12 mentioned that it was sometimes difficult to understand the remote
partner's drawing in the N condition. On the other hand, the two freeze conditions appeared to
have resolved this issue as the annotations were clear to understand.
4.1.4 Overall Collaboration
We asked questions 6 and 7 about how well they collaborated and mental stress in using the
interfaces. Table 5 shows the results.
Table 5. Likert scale ratings for Q6 and Q7 in Study 1. (0: strongly disagree ~ 10: strongly agree)
Role

Question
Collaborate
Well (Q6)

Local

Mean (Std.Dev.)
Friedman
N
M
A
6.25 7.00 7.25 χ2(2)=4.471,
(1.76) (1.48) (1.36)
p=.107

Mental Stress 5.17 4.33 4.50 χ2(2)=6.7462,
(Q7)
(1.90) (1.50) (1.51)
p=.004
Collaborate
Well (Q6)

6
4.92 7.5 χ2(2)=7.136,
(2.45) (2.43) (1.31)
p=.028

Remote
Mental Stress 6.83 4.42 7.92 χ2(2)=8.844,
(Q7)
(2.08) (2.83) (1.44)
p=.012

Wilcoxon (between)

Z=-2.111, p=.035 (N and M)
Z=-1.000, p=.317 (A and N)
Z=-1.752, p=.084 (M and A)
Z=-1.616, p=.106 (N and M)
Z=-1.594, p=.111 (A and N)
Z=-2.591, p=.001 (M and A)
Z=-1.347, p=.178 (N and M)
Z=-1.813, p=.070 (A and N)
Z=-2.439, p=.015 (M and A)

The remote participants’ ratings showed a significant difference among the three
conditions for the questions about ‘Collaborate Well’ (χ2(2)= 7.136, p=.028) and ‘Mentally
Stressful (χ2(2)=8.844, p=.012) in Friedman tests. In pair-wise comparisons, the remote
participants felt that they had better collaboration (Z=-2.591, p=.01) and less mental stress
(Z=-.2.439, p=.015) with the A condition than with the M condition. In the interviews, R1, R2,
and R8 mentioned that the M condition was more mentally stressful because it required
additional inputs for freezing and unfreezing the shared view.
The ratings from the local participants did not show a significant difference for the
question on ‘Collaborate Well’ (Friedman test: χ2(2)=4.471, p=.107) and ‘Mentally Stressful’
(Friedman test: χ2(2) = 6.462, p=.04, pair-wise comparisons: Z=-2.111, p=.035 for N and M,
Z=-1.00, p=.317 for N and A, Z=-1.75, p=.084 for the M and A).
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We also measured the task completion time, and participants took 275, 263, and 290
seconds on average with the N, A, and M conditions, respectively. A Shapiro-Wilk test
indicated that M condition was not normally distributed (p=.154), so a Friedman test was used
and found no significant difference between the conditions (χ2(2)=0.667, p=.717).
4.1.5 User Preference
After trying the three conditions, participants ranked them (see Table 6). Ten remote
participants (83.3%) most preferred the A condition, while one each of the others preferred the
M (8.3%) or N conditions (8.3%). For the least preferred condition, eight remote participants
(66.6%) selected the M condition, and three of the rest picked the N condition (25%) and one
(8.3%) picked the A condition. A Friedman test showed a significant difference (χ2(2)=11.167,
p=.004), and, in pair-wise comparisons, the A condition was preferred significantly more over
the M condition (Z=-2.769, p=.006), but no significance was found in other pairs (A and N:
Z=-2.309, p=.021; M and N: Z=-1.291, p=.197).
Table 6. Participants’ preference among the conditions in Study 1.
Most Preferred
Second Most Preferred
Least Preferred
Condition
N
A
M
N
A
M
N
A
M
Local Participants
0
3
3
4
7
0
9
5
5
Remote Participants
1
1
1
3
3
1
10
8
8

For the local participants, nine participants (75%) most preferred the A condition, while the
other three (25%) picked the M condition. For the least preferred condition, seven and five of
them chose the N (58.3%) and M conditions (41.6%), respectively. A Friedman test showed a
significant difference between the three conditions (χ2(2)=11.167, p=.004), and the A
condition was preferred significantly more compared to the N condition (Z=-2.769, p=.006) in
a pair-wise comparison. There was no significant difference in other pairs (between N and M:
Z=-1.155, p=.248; between M and A: Z=-2.183, p=.029).
4.2 Results from Study 2: Notification
To understand the effectiveness of notifications for local user awareness, we conducted a
second user study comparing the three notification conditions with another twelve pairs who
had been using video conferencing more than once a month. All pairs knew each other well as
friends or family, and there were 21 males and 3 females with ages ranging from 20 to 38 years
old (Mean =26.6; SD=4.6). In this section, we use acronym N, R, and B for the no notification,
red-box, and both-freeze conditions, respectively.
4.2.1 Receiving Messages (User Awareness)
The results of rating questions showed that local participants had better awareness with the R
and B conditions than with the N condition. Table 7 shows the results related to the
understanding partner’s activities with visual notifications.
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Table 7. Likert scale ratings Q2~Q5 in Study 2. (0: strongly disagree ~ 10: strongly agree)
Role

Question

Mean (Std.Dev.)
N
R
B

Friedman

Wilcoxon (between)

Interrupted
2.33 2.83 6.33 χ2(2)=13.818
when partner
(1.72) (1.70) (2.77)
p=.001
draws (Q5)

Z=-2.716, p=.007 (N and R)
Z=-0.303, p=.762 (R and B)
Z=-2.434, p=.015 (B and N)
Z=-2.412, p=.016 (N and R)
Z=-1.492, p=.136 (R and B)
Z=-2.522, p=.012 (B and N)
Z=-1.491, p=.136 (N and R)
Z=-2.714, p=.007 (R and B)
Z=-2.449, p=.012 (B and N)
Z=-1.098, p=.272 (N and R)
Z=-2.919, p=.004 (R and B)
Z=-2.871, p=.004 (B and N)

Understand 5.67 6.5 6.33 χ2(2)=4.200
Partner (Q2) (2.06) (2.58) (2.19)
p=.122
Remote Interrupting
4
4.25 6.67 χ2(2)=12.350
partner when
(2.26) (2.73) (2.27)
p=.002
drawing (Q5)

Z=-0.299, p=.765 (N and R)
Z=-2.409, p=.016 (R and B)
Z=-2.814, p=.005 (B and N)

Understand
6
7.5 7.83 χ2(2)=10.333
Partner (Q2) (1.92) (1.68) (1.47)
p=.006

Local

Know when
5.75 6.83 7.92 χ2(2)=6.950
partner draw
(1.42) (1.64) (2.11)
p=.031
(Q3)
Know where
5.67 6.67 7.92 χ2(2)=11.167
partner draw
(1.83) (1.44) (1.88)
p=.004
(Q4)

The local participants’ ratings showed a significant difference between the three conditions
in all four questions: ‘understood partner’s explanation’ (Q2: χ2(2)=10.333, p =.006), ‘knew
the moment when the partner drew’ (Q3: χ2(2)=6.950, p =.031), ‘knew where the partner
drew’ (Q4: χ2(2)=11.167, p =.004), and ‘being interrupted when the partner drew’ (Q5:
χ2(2)=13.818, p =.002). In pair-wise comparisons, we found that local participants felt
significantly better understanding the partner’s explanation in the R (Z=-2.716, p=.007) and B
(Z=-2.434, p=.015) conditions than in the N condition. Specifically, they felt better
understanding when the remote partners drew annotations in the R (Z=-2.412, p=.016) and B
(Z=-2.522, p=.012) conditions than in the N condition. The B condition showed additional
benefit of knowing where the remote partners drew annotations compared not only to the N
condition (Z=-2.449, p=.012) but also to the R condition (Z=-2.714, p=.007), while the R
condition did not show any benefit compared to the N condition (Z=-1.491, p=.136).
Accordingly, in the interview, L5, L7, L10, L11, and L12 said that they knew when their
partner was drawing in the R condition: "Visual notification helped me know when he started
drawing" (L11). Similar comments were found for the B condition, but they added that they
knew where their partner drew.
However, while the B condition showed better awareness on both when and where remote
partners drew annotations, it had a downside of interrupting the local worker. The local
participants felt a significantly higher level of interruption in the B condition than in the N
(Z=-2.871, p=.004) and R (Z=-2.919, p=.004) conditions. The remote participants also felt that
they were interrupting their local partners significantly more in the B condition than the N
(Z=-2.409, p = .015) and R (Z=-2.814, p=.005) conditions. In the interview, all local
participants complained about being interrupted as they had to stop their on-going activities
(i.e. manipulate pieces and apply their ideas) and only watch the remote participant’s
annotations in a frozen view. Two thirds of the remote participants reported that they
interrupted their partners and felt they were being rude by freezing the local participants’ view.
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In the R condition, interruptions were not an issue as the local participants kept their live view
while knowing when the remote partner drew annotations.

4.2.2 Sending Messages
For the question about properly expressing ideas (Q1), Table 8 shows the results across the
three conditions. Friedman tests did not show any significant difference in local and remote
participants’ ratings (local participants’: χ2(2) = 0.419, p=.811, remote participants’: χ2(2) =
3.231, p =.199). This means that the participants did not feel a significant difference among the
conditions in being able to properly express their ideas.
Table 8. Likert scale ratings for Q1 in Study 2. (0: strongly disagree ~ 10: strongly agree)
Mean (Std.Dev.)
Friedman
Wilcoxon (between)
Role
Question
N
R
B
Express ideas 6.5 6.33 6.25 χ2(2)=0.419,
Local
(Q1)
(1.31) (2.77) (1.60)
p=.811
2
Express ideas 4.92
6
6.33 χ (2)=3.231
Remote
(Q1)
(2.71) (2.13) (1.37)
p=.199

While we did not find significance in the ratings, we observed interesting results from the
video recordings. The drawing activity mostly occurred at the same time as speech from the
remote participants and local participants used it as a notification in the N condition where
they suffered from the lack of notification. Local user’s comments supported it, "I knew when
he was drawing from his speech but the red box in test was clearer in this regard" (L12).
However, speech was used to provide additional information about their annotations rather
than to notify when they drew annotations, so was not efficient enough.
With the B condition, local participants reacted to the suddenly frozen view mostly with a
verbal exclamation (such as ‘Oh’). This let the remote participants know that they had
interrupted. We found two interesting observations in this regard. First, R7 did not draw
anymore after figuring out the interruption, only using verbal speech afterwards. Second, R4
and R12 notified that they were about to freeze the view with brief words (i.e. “wait”).
4.2.3 Overall Collaboration
To see the effect on overall remote collaboration, we also analyzed the results about
collaborating well and being mentally stressful in using the notifications (see Table 9). In
Friedman tests, the remote participants’ ratings were not significantly different across
conditions in collaborating well (χ2(2) = 3.619, p=.164) and mental stress (χ2(2) = 0.242,
p=.886). The local participants’ ratings were not significantly different in mental stress (χ2(2)
= 3.152, p=.207), but were in collaborating well (χ2(2) = 6.500, p=.039). Pair-wise
comparisons showed thet local participants felt they had a significantly better collaboration in
the R condition than the N condition (Z=-2.55, p=.01) but no difference between the R and B
conditions (Z=-1.713, p=.09) nor between the B and N conditions (Z=-0.180, p=.86).
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Table 9. Likert scale ratings for Q6 and Q7 in Study 2 (0: strongly disagree ~ 10: strongly agree)
Role

Local

Mean (Std.Dev.)
N
R
B

Question
Collaborate
Well (Q6)

Friedman

6.08 7.33 6.33 χ2(2)=6.500,
(2.47) (1.92) (1.67)
p=.039

Wilcoxon (between)
Z=-2.549, p=.011 (N and R)
Z=-1.713, p=.087 (R and B)
Z=-0.180, p=.857 (B and N)

Mental Stress 3.5 2.75 3.75 χ2(2)=3.152,
(Q7)
(2.11) (1.48) (2.26)
p=.207
Collaborate 5.58 6.91 6.17 χ2(2)=3.619,
Well (Q6) (2.91) (1.31) (1.90)
p=.164
Remote
Mental Stress 4.58 4.17 4.25 χ2(2)=0.242,
(Q7)
(2.50) (2.40) (2.45)
p=.886

We measured the task completion time, and participants took 272, 271, and 280 seconds on
average with N, R, and B conditions, respectively. A Shapiro-Wilk test indecated that R
condition was not normally distributed (p=.228), so a Friedman test was used and found no
significant difference between the conditions (χ2(2)=0.0, p=1).
4.2.4 User Preference
Eight local participants (66.6%) most preferred the R condition while the rest were split
equally between the B (16.6%) and N (16.6%) conditions (see Table 10). For the least
preferred, eight of them (66.6%) selected the B condition, while the rest (33.3%) picked the N
condition. A Friedman test showed a significant difference (χ2(2)=8.667, p=.013), and, in
pair-wise comparisons, they significantly preferred the R condition over the B condition (Z=
-2.581, p=.010), but no significant difference between the R and N conditions (Z=-2.352,
p=.019, close to significance) nor between the B and N conditions (Z=-.733, p=.464).
Table 10. Participants’ preference among the conditions in Study 2
Condition
Local Participants
Remote Participants

Most Preferred
N
R
B
2
2
8
2
2
8

Second Most Prefer
N
R
B
4
2
6
3
4
5

Least Preferred
N
R
B
4
0
8
5
1
6

Eight remote participants (66.6%) preferred the R condition most, while the rest were split
equally between the B (16.6%) and N (16.6%) conditions. For the least preferred, half of them
(50%) chose the B condition, while other five (41.6%) and one (8.3%) selected the N and R
conditions, respectively. A Friedman test found a significant difference (χ2(2)= 6.167, p=.046),
but no significant difference was found in pair-wise comparisons.
4.3 Discussion
In this section, we separately discuss the results of the first and second user studies, then
generally discuss our study environment and limitation.
4.3.1 Discussion on Study 1: Freeze Interface
We identified the issue of mistakenly anchored annotations in the non-freeze condition if the
remote participants were drawing them when the local participants changed the shared
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viewpoint. With this issue, remote participants were more careful in drawing annotations and
it affected the use of verbal and annotation cues as they drew fewer piece shapes and verbally
described the orientation of the pieces more often.
Freezing the shared view with manual or auto-freeze conditions solved this issue, and local
particiapnts also felt that they more easily understood what the remote partners explained in
the two freeze conditions. However, the manual-freeze condition required two additional
interactions, and it affected the use of verbal and visual communication as they drew fewer
circles to select a piece with the manual-freeze condition than the other two but verbally
describing the piece selection. An interesting point was that participants reduced the use of
manual-freeze interaction in piece selection rather than in piece position and orientation. This
could be because verbally describing the piece selection was easier than verbally describing
the position or orientation information.
The additional two interactions in the manual-freeze condition had a strong influence on
these results, even though they were simple mouse left button double clicks. We compared the
sequence of interactions required in the conditions to the real world annotating steps. In the
real world, people draw annotations with three steps: 1) watch the environment to find where
to draw, 2) draw word or symbol annotations, and 3) watch the environment again to check the
annotations. In the auto-freeze condition, remote participants had a similar sequence: 1) watch
a live video, 2) draw annotations on the frozen image, and 3) watch the live video again.
However, in the manual freeze conditions, they had to follow a different sequence: 1) watch
the live video, 2) freeze the live video, 3) draw an annotation on the frozen image, 4) unfreeze
the live video, and 5) watch the live video. Freezing and unfreezing the live video are two extra
steps compared to real world drawing annotations, and these unfamiliar extra steps may have
required more practice and led users to feel less easy or quick to use, with more mental stress.
As a result, our hypothesis H1 (the auto-freeze condition helps the remote user to
participate more quickly in collaboration while solving the issue of incorrectly anchored
annotations) and H2 (participants prefer the auto-freeze condition than other conditions) were
both supported.
4.3.2 Discussion on Study 2: Notification
In the second study, we explored the local user’s interfaces to investigate whether the local
user had better awareness or not with the visual notifications. Our hypothesis H3 that
postulated the local users have better awareness with the red-box notification than with others
was half-correct, as the red-box notification showed better awareness of when remote users
drew than the no notification, but not against the both-freeze notification. Instead, the
both-freeze notification provided better awareness of both when and where remote users drew
annotations compared to the no notification but had a trade-off of interrupting the local users’
on-going task.
The both-freeze condition intensified the shared activities by capturing the view of local
users, forcing them to only see remote users’ annotations in a frozen image view, and abandon
on-going individual activities such as manipulating objects within the live video reference. In
comparison, the red-box condition left the choice to local users if they would shift their
attention from the individual on-going activities to the shared activities by keeping the live
video. As a result, participants preferred the red-box condition than others and the hypothesis
H4 was supported.
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The both freeze interface was also used in Fakourfar’s study [34] while exploring the
auto-freeze interface. Interestingly, they did not report any interruption issues, which could be
because of the two differences between their and our studies: 1) they used a tablet instead of
HMD as a local user’s display, and 2) the collaboration style of their experimental task was
remote expert collaboration (where only the remote user has the solution and provides
instructions to the local user, resulting in mostly one-way communication) while ours was
mutual collaboration. With a tablet, the local users’ view is not fully obscured by the frozen
view, so the local users can still see the work space off the tablet screen, and can continue the
individual task while leaving the tablet with the shared frozen view aside (e.g. putting the
tablet down). In a remote expert collaboration, a local user follows the remote user’s
instructions so there is a low chance of the local user doing individual activities (such as
thinking their own ideas and trying it out) rather than focusing solely on receiving and
following instructions. In mutual collaboration (as in our study), there is a higher chance of the
local users doing individual activities as they are not only following remote users’ ideas but
could also contribute their ideas to solving the task, so the both freeze notification would
interrupt these individual activities.
Another interesting point is that the remote users’ attitude was influenced by social
etiquette even though they were connected through media. After they figured out the
both-freeze notification being interruptive, they became more careful in using it by giving a
verbal warning before freezing the view. It would be an interesting future study exploring the
relationship between the type of media (or type of communication cue) and the influence of
social etiquette on the collaborators’ attitude.
In the second study, we did not measure the number of ignored annotations because it
would be hard to distinguish between intentional and unintentional ignorance. If there is
measuring tools for defining users’ intention, then the study could be extended. Tools for
measuring collaborator state such as electroencephalography (EEG) and capturing the
collaborators’ brain activities could be explored in a future study. For example, if a
collaborator knew whether the other person was busy or not, then they could coordinate the
shared activities such as sending messages.
4.3.3 Overall Discussion and Limitation
In these two studies, we explored variations of controlling the shared view (i.e. pausing the
view by the freeze method and providing notifications in the local user view) between two
users of a remote collaboration system that supports visual annotations in the shared video.
Typically, the local user has the control of the view when sharing the first-person view, but our
interfaces provided instant control of the shared view to the remote users. In the first study, the
remote users were able to control their own views for better drawing interaction. Both local
and remote users did not experience any significant inconvenience while the remote users
gained control of their own view through freezing. We note that the remote users were
uncomfortable with the manual freeze condition not because of gaining control of their views
but due to the discord between the freezing and drawing interactions. In the second study, the
remote users had control of the local user view and it was only acceptable if it did not interrupt
the local user’s individual activities.
Another interesting point about the mutual collaboration was that the result of the task
completion time did not differ significantly between the conditions, not only in the first study
but also in the second study. This is not aligned with the other results showing a signicficant
effect between the conditions in our first and second studies. This could be because the task
performance in the mutual collaboration is affected by the participants’ ideas or luck as other
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literatures studying about the mutual collaboration reported [15, 50, 51]. In the future, it
would be interesting to further explore other type of tasks using more objective measures to
better understand how the proposed interfaces affect on tasks performance.
Through these studies we found that the auto-freeze technique was useful to remote users
for drawing annotations, and the red-box notification was useful for making local users aware
of when their remote partners were drawing. However, there were still a few users selecting
other conditions as their favorites because the quality of collaboration is not only determined
by the interface but is also influenced by other factors such as the relationship between users,
familiarity with a task, ideas they have for solving a task, and other reasons.
There are several factors limiting the scope of our studies. The physical objects to
manipulate were small and light, so the local participants were able to quickly try out their own
idea. If the task was to manipulate big or heavy objects, the local users may not have tried out
their ideas as quickly, and may have become more cautious and more discussion with the
remote user before manupulating the objects. Moreover, if the task objects were spread in a
larger area, the task may have included navigating or walking activities in addition to
manipulating objects. In terms of study design, further investigation on various types of tasks
and inclusion of more objective meausures would be desireable. In addition, developing more
comprehensive questionnaire to measure ‘awareness’ and other qualitative indicators of
remote collaboration including large enough number of rating items to construct scale would
be an interesting and important future study direction.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we described two user studies on user interfaces for better remote collaboration
with visual annotation cues. In the first study, we explored solutions for the issue of incorrectly
anchoring annotations when the local user changes the viewpoint. We compared two solutions
(manual-freeze and auto-freeze interfaces) to a non-freeze condition, and found that the
auto-freeze interface was most preferred by both the remote and local participants as it
supports easy and quick drawing annotations while solving the issue of inaccurately anchored
annotations. The manual-freeze method also solved the issue but required two additional
inputs to pause and restart a live video, and so was least preferred.
The second study investigated how visual notifications could be used to improve local user
awareness about the remote partner’s new annotations. We designed two visual notifications
(red-box and both-freeze notifications) and compared them to a no notification condition. The
results showed that the red-box notification was the most preferred as it improved local
participants’ awareness of when the remote user drew annotations. The both-freeze condition
improved the local participants’ awareness of both when and where the remote participants
drew annotations but it was too interruptive for local participants.
We will continue a future study exploring the use of the freeze method while a local user
walks or navigates around during the task. Additionally, future work could include objectively
measured human factors. For example, capturing gaze alignment between collaborators using
gaze tracking systems (e.g. the Tobii eye tracker) would help to investigate how well they
focus on the same objects. Another interesting direction would be sharing emotions between
the collaborators to help the collaboration partners to react according to the shared emotions.
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